
Whole Communities



Biological Diversity in Vermont

□ Estimated 24,000 –
43,000 species in 
Vermont.

□ Most species we know 
little about
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Whole Communities

Wildlife Habitat

Farmland
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Scenic Vistas

Development
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Transportation │ Housing │Vibrant Downtowns │  Economic Growth │ 
Public Facilities │ Education │ Energy │ Child Care │

Health and Wellness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the first two sections of this course we’veLooked at societal and ecological trends in a larger historical and social context, Then we divided the natural world by scale, and reviewed the natural resource elements from landscapes scale down to a much finer scale like individual species.In this section of the training, we want to root these ecological concepts more fully in the context of the whole communities that we on the planning and conservation commissions are planning for.So we want to be sure to acknowledge the breadth and depth of issues that you are dealing with locally from brownfields and transportation to affordable and elderly housing and walkable downtowns, planning commissions are dealing with a huge range of issues at once and work really hard to  find a balance for their community for today’s and future generations.



Community receives benefits from and relies on for continued existence. 
An investment is to manage in a way so it improves it value.

Every Community is Unique

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A lens we can use to look at the variety of capital that you work strike a balance between is called community capital.We can talk about Built capitol, things like buildings and infrastructure or natural capitol, the types of natural resources we have been talking about in this course. We also need to address human and social capitol. Since this is what actually makes things “go” in our towns. Here I am talking about the skills health and education of our townspeople and the community networks that keep us together.Effective land use planning takes all of these types of capitol into account in how problems are solved. The Sustainable Community Capital Pyramid defines community capital as the natural, human, social and built capital from which a community receives benefits and on which the community relies for continued existence. This model purposely ignores financial capital to draw particular attention to the need to value and nurture other forms of capital. To invest this capital is to manage it in a way that improves its value so that the capital provides benefits to the community now and into the future. While the model and pyramid illustrated below do not include financial capital, one can imagine how financial capital is intertwined and integral to each portion of the pyramid. Natural Capital – At the base of the pyramid there are three blocks of natural capital: natural resources, ecosystem services, and the aesthetics or beauty of nature.  Natural resources are all of those things that we take out of nature and use: water, plants, animals, and materials from the earth such as fossil fuels, metals and minerals. All of these are things that we use up, either as raw material or as part of a production process. The end result is either a finished product, waste material or both.  Ecosystem services are natural processes that we rely on in some way. For example, soil in an acre of farmland can produce food that we eat or material for clothes that we wear. Wetlands filter water and soak up flood waters. Estuaries provide habitat for shellfish and other food that we eat. If we are careful not to overuse them, these natural processes will provide us with services indefinitely. The third block of natural capital is the aesthetics or beauty of nature. Flowers in a window box, a view of a mountain range or seashore, a park on a warm summer day, the song of a bird, and a sky full of stars on a clear winter night are all parts of the beauty of nature. In addition to contributing to our general quality of life, the beauty of nature is essential to tourism and recreation, which form the basis of some communities' economy. Social and Human Capital – The next level of the community capital pyramid is social and human capital. This level has two blocks -- people and connections:  Human capital is each individual's personal skills and abilities, physical and mental health, and education.  Social capital is the connections in a community -- the ways in which people interact and relate to each other. The simplest connections are connections to family, friends and neighbors. On a larger scale, we form connections through community and volunteer organizations, the ability of groups of people to form governments to deal with common problems, and the ability of people to form companies to create goods and services to satisfy the needs of the community. Built Capital – The five blocks of natural capital and human and social capital form the base of community capital. With these five blocks, communities create the sixth block, built capital.  Built capital includes roads, heavy equipment, factory buildings, houses, and apartment buildings. It includes basic necessities like food and clothing as well as cars, telephones and computers. 



It All Comes Together 
The Town Plan: 
A visionary document 
for the future of  the 

town.

Public Process │ Trends │ Various Plan Elements │Maps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The town plan is the visionary document for what the town will look like (and what projects the town will take on) in the next 5 yearsWe include it here as one of the tools since it sets the stage for other important town standards like zoning. Changes in Chapter 117 in the last few years require consistency across these documents and the J.A.M Golf supreme court decision requires greater specificity from the towns on what they want to protect and what level of protection they want to afford those various places.The town plan is a critical first step. We encourage conservation commissions to get involved in the town planning process. You have the time to dive into natural resources in a way the PC does not.Note that most natural resource issues should be included in several parts of the town plan – not just the natural resources section. For example habitat connectivity is a NR issue but also in Land use and transportation.PCs are well-advised to use their CCs as a tool in learning more about what is most important in the natural world in your town.the consistency doctrine



Legal Framework of  Town Planning

Planning is local
► 24 V.S.A. Chapter 117: 
Vermont Planning & Development Act

►4 Process Goals and  14 
Planning Goals

► No statewide land use planning

Department of  Housing & Community Development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Short review of the legal framework for planning in Vermont.1921 pcs authorized1931 authorized zoningIn 1960’s, interstate highway system fueled economic development, increased focus on environmental protection and growth management.In 1968, Legislature established purposes for planning and zoning and prescribed contents of municipal plans.Many of these same requirements remain todayIn 2004, Act 115 improved the appeals process, created opportunities for affordable housing, and required regulations to be in conformance with the municipal plan by 2011In 2006, Act 183 provided incentives for development around town and village centers



State Planning Manual Working with Existing Plans

Five Step Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One very useful resources is the State Planning Manual.It lays out a 5-step process for assessing you community, developing a shared vision, identifying goals, mapping out the future, setting priorities, and then implementing that vision. It also includes resources for working with existing plans, as its very common to update an existing plan versus creating one from scratch. 



Regional Planning Commissions

• Regional Plan

• Technical Assistance

• Data Repository

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Vermont the RPCs provide a key role and services to towns in the planning process. They create the regional plan, to which municipal plans should conform. They provide technical assistance on range of topics, from emergency management to transportation planning, and more. And they are a data repository for relevant town data. 



Working Together

• Planning Commission
• Town Planner
• Conservation Commission
• Selectboard
• Development Review Board
• Zoning Administrator
• Town manager

Roles & Responsibilities

To encourage citizen participation at all levels 
of  the planning process.

Guilford Conservation Commission physically-distanced meeting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- The various roles and structure in plan development (outline)- Raise awareness of the value of green infrastructure – while in Vermont many people appreciate them, we need to convey the multiple tangible benefits they provide are important to communicating their importance and helping to make investments in them.



Community Engagement

Creating and re-affirming a shared vision

Ask the Community
• Community Survey
• Value Mapping
• Engaging Events
• Meet them where they are

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating a whole community requires investing in community engagement.It’s not enough to tell the community where it should go and what it should do. You need to get out there and listen, ask the community what’s important, what they think the town should do. When you plan engagement activities, you need to meet people where they are at, with engaging events, and meaningful opportunities to participate. 



Community Values Mapping 

Value Groups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the engagement services the Community Wildlife Program provides is Community Values Mapping. This activity gets a group of people together to draw boundaries around places that they love and value—for recreation, scenery, hunting & fishing, and other reasons. Later, we combine the drawings to produce “heat maps” of the places in town that have the most overlapping values. During the pandemic, we started doing this activity online using Zoom and a online system for drawing on digital maps. On the Right you can see the CVM results from Johnson, the darker red areas are showing the highest number of overlapping values – a useful tool for any planning process. 



Meeting Multiple Values

Agriculture and Forest Land: Economy & Ecology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating a whole community often means seeking out ways to satisfy multiple values on the town’s land base. Our agricultural and working forest lands are prime examples of how we can achieve ecological value, while providing for livelihoods at the same time. Not every piece of land can satisfy every need, of course, but by being on the lookout for places where we can achieve multiple values, we can hold ecology & economy in balance. 



Planning and Property Rights

A careful balance and key 
consideration for planning

Good land use planning considers 
property rights as well as other 
community goals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The work of town planning is helping the town to find a balance between private property rights and the rights of the common.Each town comes up with its own balance in this regard and that’s fine, but lets be clear about thatFuture development can’t impinge on the rights of current land owners



83% Private land

Vermont Biodiversity Project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Vermont, the overwhelming majority of land is held privately, meaning that there’s no way to dodge this issue – we need to figure out how to make it work. We’ve done a pretty good job conserving lands that are at high elevation, much of which is owned by the state or federal gov’t, but our lowlands—which are often biologically diverse—remain largely in private ownership. That means there’s a huge opportunity awaiting through engaging with private landowners. 



Compact Village and Urban Centers

A vision of  compact development – surrounded by 
farms & forest

79% of  subdivision occured within a Rural 
Residential type district. 
• Published May 2014
• Study Period: 2002-2010
• 14 Towns

The Roadscape Guide 2006

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of our key strategies for planning whole communities is incentivize areas already developed for future growth. The more we can direct growth into the village and urban centers, the less pressure is placed on our resource lands. �The state has programs (Downtown, Village Center and Growth Centers) that focus efforts to support and revitalize downtowns. Putting emphasis and resources in the heart of communities takes pressure off developing and sprawling away from community centers.�Done well, this can also revitalize communities, and provide a gathering space to fosters community identity and spirit. 



Changing Expectations



In 2030,
 25% of  

Vermonters will 
be > 65.

 This is the fastest 
growing age group 

in VT .

What are the implications for 
housing and transportation? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Something to be aware of is that the demongraphics in Vermont are changing. If you paid attention to the recent LT Gov. race, you probably heard candidates talking about Vermonts “demographic crisis.” By 2030, a quarter of Vermonters will be over 65. That will have profound implications on housing, healthcare, transportation ,etc., as older residents require additional services. There’s another trend of out-of-state people moving to Vermont, and expecting a certain suburban lifestyle, or millennials looking for a walkable town. These are factors that will all play into creating the Whole Community. 



Ready for Growth Downtown?

Financial Resources 
need to be in place 
to support growth 
where appropriate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To plan and direct growth to certain areas, means the town will need to be ready to grow. �Are there fiscal resources and policies to support growth where you want it? �Planning for smart growth and being ready for smart growth are separate – capital planning will be needed. Is green infrastructure incorporated into capital improvement projects?



Planning for Development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Natural resource planning will achieve greater success if approached in a manner that understands and addresses all community’s needs, and recognizes there is a smart and balanced approach that must be worked out as a community and a greater understanding of the larger context of planning.Since development has the biggest negative impact on natural capital, planning for where and how development occurs is the smart way to approach conserving and maximizing their benefits. The goal is to determine what lands are most suitable for develop and for conservation. 



Where is the ‘Right Place’ For Development?

Pictures: Dealing with Change in the Connecticut River Valley: A Design Manual for Conservation and Development.

Multi-functionality │ Connectivity │Habitability │ Resiliency │
Identity │ Return on Investment 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Assessment of where not to develop considering some key principlesMulti-functionality: We’ve talked about the multiple benefits of natural capital. Where are the areas that provide multiple benefits? Connectivity: We shared the concept and many examples of connectivity. The system is more effective when connected! Habitatability: It’s a functioning space for plants, animals and us!Resiliency: This is becoming more important, but we need green infrastructure to adapt and respond to change – our shifting climate impacts.Identity: Sense of place. How does your community identify itself – what’s it’s community character? Return on Investment (ROI): This is where we need to showcase the economic contributions of natural capital – whether it direct contributions from jobs, increased tourism or tax base, reduced need for grey to manage stormwater, or reduced energy c consumption. What is the return on investment?Ask the Community When trying to convince an investment in green infrastructure- the multi-functionality and ROI are selling points.



Poor Land Use Planning
COSTS US ALL

Changes in the # of structures in 
floodplains from 2008 to 2010

Tropical Storm Irene 2011
New Structure 
Proportions

0 - .3

.3 – 1

1 – 1.2

1.2 – 1.5

Over 1.5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we fail to plan well, it costs us all. We pay the price from our wallet, but sometimes through loss of life. 



Many Ways of  Moving Forward

Range of  options

No one tool is right for every landowner or town

Municipal

Landowner

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maximizing the benefits of our natural capital can be achieved with a range of options.In the conservation planning process, once you’ve established the goal or vision, and found out as much as you can about that topic,Well then you need to choose a tool to implement that strategy. Some of these will be more politically palatable to some than others.And some of these tools do a better job for certain elements than others



Non-Regulatory Approaches

 Use Value Appraisal (Current Use)

 Conservation easements and land trusts

 Site design around mapped natural resource 

features – biological inventories, management 

plans

 Landowner Cooperatives

 Compact, village-style development 

 Town Forests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As an example of thatHere is one tool that a town could choose to useOverlay districts are often used to add conditions to development review for features that cut across multiple zoning districts.These don’t have to be continuous features like rivers, they could also be a group of spread-out hotspots like rare speciesThis is just one example of many to illustrate each tool has pluses and minuses and could work in some situations.(This example is Not REAL! Warren’s FEH zone is not of this size. They do have an Flood overlay  district but not of this area)



Regulatory Approaches

 Conservation/forest zoning districts
 Overlay districts
 Subdivision regulations
 Planned Unit Developments
 Clustering and conservation 

subdivisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Basic stuff  Percentage of Vermont towns that have them (about 50%) A very important tool in rural areas. A complement to zoning Zoning controls uses in different districts, and how those uses relate to one another. Subdivision regulations regulate the overall pattern of development, including how land is divided up and where development is located on a parcel. This can help minimize open space fragmentation Because subdivision regulations guide settlement patterns, they are an important tool to help maintain the character of the land, whether that’s “neighborhood” character or “rural” character.



Subdivision Regulations

 Control the pattern of  development and help towns plan for infrastructure 
– but can also help protect natural resources

 Guides parcel size and configuration – can help minimize open space and 
forest fragmentation

 Manages and mitigates impacts of  development (e.g., fragmentation, 
erosion control, traffic, etc.)

 May include design guidelines or standards to promote conservation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Basic stuff  Percentage of Vermont towns that have them (about 50%) A very important tool in rural areas. A complement to zoning Zoning controls uses in different districts, and how those uses relate to one another. Subdivision regulations regulate the overall pattern of development, including how land is divided up and where development is located on a parcel. This can help minimize open space fragmentation Because subdivision regulations guide settlement patterns, they are an important tool to help maintain the character of the land, whether that’s “neighborhood” character or “rural” character.



Science to Action

• Inventory
• Celebration
• Values mapping
• Municipal planning 

and regs
• Coordinated

Richmond, Jericho, Bolton, Huntington

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A $40,000 grant from ECOS, through the Chittenden County Regional Planning CommissionAs an example of thatHere is one tool that a town could choose to useOverlay districts are often used to add conditions to development review for features that cut across multiple zoning districts.These don’t have to be continuous features like rivers, they could also be a group of spread-out hotspots like rare speciesThis is just one example of many to illustrate each tool has pluses and minuses and could work in some situations.(This example is Not REAL! Warren’s FEH zone is not of this size. They do have an Flood overlay  district but not of this area)



Questions?
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